Straw Bungalow Testimonial
Dave Jackson said “I think Sam has done a great job, and it has been so helpful to us that he is
able to do just about anything connected with building – and, that he is so willing to do it”

Ben Jackson said “I had always wanted to build an environmentally friendly home, and was
delighted when I found Sam and Carol, as they are highly skilled and experienced, and had their
own two lovely straw bale holiday cottages to look around and get inspired by.

I was very pleased with their in-house design service, as it meant that I could have the house
designed exactly how I wanted it, and how it would work best for me and my needs, and how it
would sit best on my plot. I was particularly pleased that we could keep costs down by not
needing to employ a professional architect, yet still get a completely bespoke and original house.
We were provided with a quote from Carol and Sam, and even though the project took a little
longer than we originally expected, the quote proved to be extremely accurate for the work that
was involved.

Sam's joinery skills were really helpful and meant that there was a lot more flexibility within the
build - I was extremely pleased that he was able to make an extra big window with a strong
window seat for me, as that is one of my favourite parts of my home.

The work rate of Sam and his team are truly incredible. Whenever I hadn't made it up to site for a
few days I was always astonished at the amount of work that had been done. It did mean though
that it was quite tiring trying to keep up with him on the days I took off work to help out! Also, it
really makes you realise how much hard work is involved in making a home like mine to the very
high standard that they achieved.
I am still completely delighted that I have got a completely beautiful and bespoke home that is
not just efficient to run, but also had many of the materials sourced from the local area. I am
particularly delighted that I got all of this for a price that means it is an awful lot nicer than any
other house in the area for the same sort of price.

I would heartily recommend Sam Atkinson LLP to anyone thinking of having a home built - and
I'm not getting paid to say that. In comparison to a 'standard' brick built home, it is so much more
pleasant, affordable, pleasing and homely.”

